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ABSTRACT 

The validity of the Vector Dominance hCodeJ. has been tested by 

p” pion-production at 4 GeV, and n’ photoproduction data. In the 

forward direction, a remarkable agreement has been, observed with 

the photoproduction.data, down to tmin. p” pion-production in the 

backward direction shows good ‘agreement through this model with 

available photoproduction data in the u-channel. A comparison is 

made with a A-Rcgge trajectory exchange theoretical work. 

(submitted to Phys. Rev. Letters) 
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We dis&ss the validity of the Vector Dominance hqodel of the electromagnetic 

current using the reactions 

+ 
3/p-r n ( 1) 

and 

n-p-pan (2) 

at nearby beam energies. 

Recently, T+ photoproduction has been studied in the forward’ and backward2 

directions, at 5.0 and 4.3 GeV energies, respectively. And, in collaboration 

with others, we have studied reaction (2) as part of a Iarge compilattion3 of the 

r eaciion 

-I-- np--nnn (3) 

nerar 4.0 GeV, 

The comparison of Vector Dominance hIodc1 (VDIQ) for backward p” produc- 

tion is shown for the first time. Whcrea.s a previous analysis4 of VDM was per- 

formed, using this data for forward $ production, for completeness we present 

our analysis of forward pots because it markedly shows an improvement over the 

conclusion of Ref. 4, especially at ItI < 0.1 (G~V/C)~. t 

The Vector Dominance Model is based on the assumption that the entire 

hadronic electrom,agnetic current operator can be expressed as a linear combin- 

ation of the known neutral vector-meson fields. Reactions (1) and (2) can be 

connected through this model and the assumptions of time reversal invariance 

and isospin conservation. In the case where the p” contribution dominates the 

electromagnetic current, the differential cross sections connecting reactions 

(1) and (2) can esplicitly be written as: 

du -t. 
----- cqcos 6(-Till) (yp - ‘lr 11) 
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and, for distributions in LI or t, the expression is: 

-7r n = +) 

where, S , p , and pn+ are the total energy squared, incident Y and outgoing -I- 
Y Y 

r 

momenta in the CMS of reaction (1)) respectively; Sp , p,-, pp are those corres- 

ponding for reaction (2). y:/4r is the y to p” couplin g constant, which can be 

determined from experimental leptonic decays of the p” or from p” photoproduction 

on complex nuclei, A reviews of the various methods in determining this constant 

shows that measurements vary between 0.27 - 0.67. The factor of l/2 (I. - pFo) 

projects out the transverse components ofthc p” polarization in reaction (2). This is found 

from the $ decay density matrix elements evaluation in the p” helicity reference frame. 

Comparison of several other reactions which can bc connected by this model 

have recently shown good agreement at forward prodnction5’ 7 where the most 

recent evaluation of the y-p coupling constant is shown7 to bc 2/4.i, 
YR 

- 0.6. 

From’ a sample of 7984 events of reaction (3)) we have analyzed for the ’ 

percentages of p” production, and the helicity frame density matrix elements of 

pols, both as a function of cos OCM; oChl is the angle between incident rTT- and 

outgoing dipions, in the overall reaction center-of-mass system, The intervals 

in cos 8 CM have been chosen such that in the density matrix element amdysis the 

data would contribute in approximately qua1 parts of statistical significance within 

a mass interval of 0.650 < m(??K-) < O.S80 GeV. Within this interval about 1940 

events are in the forward hemisphere and 200 events in the backward. Since 

reaction (3) is dominated by $ production, along with considerable f”, A’( 1238) 

and A-(1238), we have found it necessary to cletermine the percentages of p” 

production in several intervak of cos 19~~~ wit.11 the aid .of a maxi,mum likelihood 

program - MURT LEBERT . * This program fits the event clistribction to a 
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For each interval in cos OCM the right hand side of Eq. (4) has been evaluated 

to yield a predicted photoproduction angular distribution, which in turn is convert.cd 

to a VDM predicted photoproduction distribution in t or u. Figure l’shows the 

momentunl transfer distribution’ of reaction (1) at 5 GcV, for forward 7r’ photo- 

production (open circles), and the Vector Dominance Model points (closed triangles) 

from this analysis. The vertical error bars on our points are from a sum of errors 

in quadrature, as obtained by the maximum likelihood programs in evaluating the 

density matrix elements (includinguncertaintyin p:O) andpercentages of p’production. 

h9oreover, in view of the experimental uncertainty in the value ?;/4~, we have 

examined this comparison for values of the y-p coupling constant in the range of 

0.200 - 0.700. In Fig. 1 it is seen that t.he test applies best at ~:/47r = 0.450; 

and that the trend of VDM points are in excellent agreement with that of photo- 

production points. The region of ItI C 0. 1 (GeV/c)2 shows a remarkable com- 

parison down to the kinematical limit of tmill for reaction (2). Eecause of the 

uncertainty in both y2/4n and the energy dependence between 4 and 5 GeV, we 
P 

take the shape more seriously than the absolute value. 

Figure 2 shows the VDM comparison for p” production in the baclrwarcl 

direction. The open circle points are from 7r+ photoprodtiction. 
2 Again, 

in an identical. procedure, the backward p” VDiLT comparison points are obtained 

(closed triangles). At these energies the backward r+ photoprocluction data are 

limited, so that a direct comparison could only be made for lul < 0.5 (GeV/c)2. 

Here, our search for best comparison gave a value of -y;/4s = 0.670, for the 

region of IuI < 0.5 (GeV/c)2; although in view of the statistical limitations, the 

value of -y2/4s = 0.450 woulcl have been adequate. 10 
P 

The solidcurve represents 

a theoreticCal calculation by 
11 

Paschos, basecl upon an understanding of the A- 

Regge trajectory from n-p and r’p e1asli.c scattcring, r.s a function of s and u. 

In the u-channel of reactions (1) and (2)) both A and Na trajectories coul$ con- 

tribute. However, the absence of a clip at u = - 0.2 (GeV/c) 2 in the photoproduction 
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d&a, indicates the possibility that the I(@ trajectory is not dominant. Basecl on 

this argument the solid curve is calculated using only the A-Regge-trajectory. 

Our VDM-comparison points, in the u region of - 0.9 to - 1.. 5 (GcV/C)~~ lie 

considerably higher over the Paschos calculation. This observation, along with 

backward n-p elastic scattering behavior at high s and u, could indicate that a 

small quadrat.ic term in u is required in the p~~alncterj.zatioll of the A-Regge 

trajectory. 
11 

We would like to thank our collaborators in the 4 GeV/c data compilation 

and the use of the entire sample for this stucly. We are pleased to aclmowlcdgc 

several illuminating discussions with Professor D. Ritson, Dr. E. Paschos and 

Dr. 111. Davicr. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Comparison of Vector Dominance Model. Predictions (A) from tra.nsverseIy 

polarized pots, pion-produced in the forward direction, to the r+ photo- 

production data of Boyarski et al. (0). -- 

2. The Vector Dominance Model test from transversely pokarized pars produc- 

tion by pions, in the backward u-channel (A), to the r’ photoproduction data 

of R. Anderson et al. (0). The solid curve is a calculation of Paschos based -- 

upon a A-Regge-trajectory pnrameterization. 
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